Abstract. An inequality is obtained which bounds the density at z E R" of the boundary of a k + 1 dimensional integral current modulo v (S)" by the density of (S)" at z. Also, the concept of boundary tangent developed in [3] is shown to be in agreement with Federer's concept of a measuretheoretic exterior normal if v = 0 and S is obtained by integration over an £" measurable subset of R".
e*(l|a5f,z)<2e:+1(||5f,z) for %k almost all z E R". For the case where v = 0 and 5 is the «-current obtained by integration over an £" measurable subset of R", the inequality follows from [2, 4.5.6]. The inequality for v = 0 and arbitrary k was obtained by Brothers [1, 3.6 ]; however, the inequality for v > 0 is also interesting because an integral current modulo v need have no integral current representative [3, 2.5].
We also show that our concept of boundary tangent agrees with Federer's concept of a measuretheoretic exterior normal n(A, z) [2, 4.5.5., 4.5.6(2)] in the case where v = 0 and S is obtained by integration over an £" measurable subset A of R".
The author wishes to thank John Brothers for his many valuable criticisms of this paper.
1. The notation used is consistent with [2, pp. 669-671] and [3] . Let febea fixed integer, 0 < k < n. P (or Px) will denote an oriented k plane in R", and the oriented n -k plane orthogonal to P through u E P will be denoted by Px(u>) oriented so that Fx(w)"* = * F~\ The orthogonal projection of R" onto P will be represented by tip.
If P is such that spt P = {x: xk+x = • • • = xn = 0), then the "folding" map F: R" -> F X R+, R+ = {x G R: x > 0}, is defined by F(x) = (x" . . . , xk, (x2k+x + ■ ■ ■ + x2)'/2) for x = (xx, . . . , x") E R".
If P is an oriented n -1 plane,^ G R" and w = irP(y), then *,-'(«) n^iS"-' = {>-,/}• Set Op(y) = y'. If spt P = {x: xn = 0), denote aP(y) by a(y) and <nP by w.
2. If S G <3l,,(R)" then S = /LE" where/is an integer-valued £" summable function. If t(S, z) = -9P^ exists (see [3, 5.1] ) and P~* = * e", then for almost all (t, a) E R+ X F, 7(5, z, r, Fx(w)) = f(x) -f ° a(x) (see [3, §4] ), 2.2. Theorem, ^«we i> > 0. If (S)p E %+x(Rn) and z G R" u such that 9 >0anda kplane P exist which satisfy [3, 5.1(1)], then 9 < 20*+1(||5|r, z). en[e,n L{x: f(x) = 0, x ■ e" > 0} u {*:/(*) -1, x-e" < 0}, 0] =0.
Thus n(A, z) = -en so * nL4, z) = t(S, z). Suppose n(A, 0) exists and |nL4, 0)| = 1. Assume n(A, 0) = -en. Choose 9 = 1 and let P be the n -1 plane such that 0 G P and * en = 7>^. If <o G 7> n 5(0, rt) then there isxER" so that x ■ e" > 0 and
